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The Art of privacy

Our State-of-art Xgard privacy mesh
offers you the ultimate in privacy.

Harmony and strength

The durability and strength of Xgard is
enhanced by its important features. It stops
rainwater from entering the house, and
when closing the door, the mesh has less
vibration, all working in harmony or the
ultimate in privacy and tranquillity.

Australian standards tests passed:

Anti-Jemmy Test (AS5039 - 2008)
Pull Test (AS5039 - 2008)
Knife Shear Test (AS5039 - 2008)
Impact Test (AS5039 - 2008)
Cyclone Screen Test (2010: AS/NZS1170.2)
10,000 Hour Salt Spray Tests (AAMA2605-05
Section 7.8.2)

Aluminium Mesh Speciﬁcation:

Our high quality aluminium 2mm thickness.

Ultimate view and safety

Our exclusive Xgard mesh design
ensures you can see outside, but it limits
the ﬁeld of vision for those looking in,
offering you peace of mind and safety, as
illustrated below.

The Art of Privacy

Superior security

Imagine those special, private moments in your home, like enjoying dinner with your family and
friends, being on public view. Xgard is designed to protect your family against unwanted viewing
of your living areas and offer a degree of security at the same time.
Meshland’s exclusive
Xgard mesh to limit vision

Sleek aluminium frame

Patented design

Xgard does this through a unique
door assembly, increasing its
strength and security. It introduces
a rivet drill through from one side
of the door frame’s lip to another
door frame lip, which has never
been seen before. This system is
exclusive MeshLand.

Aluminium wedge
Meshland innovative rivet that connects
through from one side of frame lip to the
other side of frame lip for superior tension

Our privacy mesh is our exclusive, patented, which delivers a rigid and strong design, that’s easy
to clean and has passed all Australian Standards tests.
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